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Abstract— Millimeter wave (mmWave) wireless networks can
operate in single-cell point-to-multipoint mode to provide local
multicast services efficiently. In this paper, the performance of
multicast mmWave wireless networks is studied, through sto-
chastic geometry. Then, the use of power domain non-orthogonal
multiple access (NOMA) for enhancing mmWave multicasting is
also investigated. Furthermore, we study multicasting in two-
tier mmWave heterogeneous networks, and propose a novel
cooperative NOMA multicast scheme. Analytical expressions for
the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio coverage probability,
the average number of served users, and the sum multicast
rate are derived, in order to assess the performance of these
schemes. Finally, we discuss the maximum sum multicast rates,
by formulating them as optimization problems, and also develop
efficient golden section search algorithms to solve them. The
offered solutions reveal the impact of data transmission rate
and power allocation on the sum multicast rate. Both analytical
and numerical results demonstrate that NOMA can significantly
improve the mmWave multicasting, while the proposed coopera-
tive NOMA mmWave multicast scheme can further improve the
NOMA mmWave multicasting.

Index Terms— Non-orthogonal multiple access, multicast
transmission, millimeter wave communications, stochastic
geometry.

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTICASTING enables the same content to be trans-
mitted to all users or a specific group of users on the

identical radio resources as point-to-multipoint (PTM) trans-
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mission, which is one spectrum-efficient mechanism for mul-
timedia communications [1]. Multicasting has been adopted
by the fourth-generation (4G) networks to efficently provide
multimedia broadcast/multicast services (MBMS) in the form
of multi-cell PTM transmission [2], [3] and single-cell PTM
transmission [2], [4], and will be an important enabling
technology to satisfy the 1000-fold data growth in the fifth-
generation (5G) wireless networks and beyond [5]–[9].

A. Related Literature

Multicasting was studied in detail in wireless networks [10],
heterogeneous networks (HetNets) [11], and device-to-device
(D2D) communications [12]. In 4G networks, multi-cell PTM
transmission mainly provides services, as mobile TV, within
relative static and wide coverage, while single-cell PTM
transmission can be used to achieve specific mission crit-
ical communications (MCC)1 [13] and group communica-
tions [14], [15]. In order to promote the development of
4G broadcast/multicast, fourteen business cases have been
identified in [16]. Furthermore, with the evolution towards
5G networks, some works on multicasting for 5G and beyond
have been done and several multicast applications were iden-
tified in [7]–[9] and [15], which can be categorized into
human-oriented and machine-oriented [7]. The next genera-
tion mobile networks (NGMN) 5G initiative identified four
broadcast/multicast-like services, which require 200 Mbps
downlink data rate and <200 ms end-to-end latency [5].
However, conventional orthogonal multicasting operated in
low frequency band cannot satisfy these requirements for 5G
multicast services, as it suffers from low data rate transmis-
sion.2 To provide high quality-of-experience (QoE) and data
rate for 5G multicast services, millimeter-wave (mmWave)
communications and non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA)
will be two important enabling technologies.

MmWave communications [17]–[21] utilizes the
30-300 GHz frequency band with rich spectrum resources
to achieve multi-gigabit transmissions, which is one of
the most promising technologies for 5G and beyond.

1According to terrestrial trunked radio (TETRA) and critical communica-
tions association (TCCA), reliability, availability, stability and security are
vital to ensure continuous availability of functions critical for society. The
typical applications are law enforcement and emergency services for public
safety and disaster relief, and also for general commercial applications (e.g.,
utility companies and railways).

2In order to ensure that all users can successfully decode the media content,
the data transmission rate for conventional orthogonal multicasting relies on
weak users with bad channel conditions.
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MmWave channel measurement campaigns [18], [22] were
conducted to understand mmWave propagation characteristics
and facilitate channel modeling, which demonstrate that
mmWave frequency band can be allocated to cellular
communications, by employing highly directional antenna
arrays. In [23], medium access control (MAC) layer techniques
for mmWave cellular networks were investigated. The signal-
to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) coverage and rate
performance of mmWave cellular networks were studied
by using stochastic geometry in [24], and a comprehensive
overview of mathematical models and analytical techniques
for mmWave cellular networks, was provided in [25]. Random
beamforming for mmWave NOMA networks was studied
to improve the performance of unicast users, and the sum
rate and outage probability were analysed in [26]. Recently,
multicast mmWave networks, which can provide high data rate
and low-latency multicast services, have also attracted some
attention. The 5G-MiEdge project was launched by European
Union (EU)-Japan to study the combination of mmWave
access/backhauling and mobile edge computing (MEC), in
order to provide mission critical low-latency applications and
enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) services [27]. In [28],
an incremental multicast grouping scheme for mmWave
networks with adaptive beamwidth was studied, to improve
the throughput. In [29], two-stage transmit and receive
beamforming for 60 GHz multicast mmWave networks, was
studied. In [30], a joint optimization of relay selection and
power allocation for cooperative multicast mmWave networks
was studied, to minimize the outage probability. Finally,
the optimization of beam sequence and multicast rate for
sequential multicast transmission in directional mmWave
networks was studied in [31].

On the other hand, NOMA can achieve excellent spectrum
efficiency, by performing superposition transmission in power
domain [32]. This has been adopted by 4G long term evolution
advanced (LTE-A) networks to enhance downlink unicast
transmission, named as multiuser superposition transmission
(MUST) [33], and is being further studied for 5G systems in
3GPP. Several works have been devoted to the performance
analysis and optimization of NOMA, including sum rate [34],
[35], outage probability [34]–[37], and energy efficiency [38].
Recently, the application of NOMA for multicast enhance-
ments has also attracted some attention. NOMA for enhancing
MBMS transmission by two-layer superposition transmission
to increase data transmission rate and spectral efficiency, was
studied in [39]. Choi [40] studied minimum power multicast
beamforming in NOMA systems for multiresolution broad-
cast. Furthermore, Ding et al. [41] studied the superposition
transmission of multicast and unicast streams by NOMA to
improve spectrum efficiency. Finally, in [42], a cooperative
multicast for cognitive non-orthogonal multiple access scheme
was studied, to improve the outage probability of primary
users.

B. Motivation and Contribution
From the aforementioned literature, it is concluded

that although some works studied multicasting in
mmWave networks, there still lacks not only tractable

models for analysing the performance of multicast mmWave
networks, but also the research on NOMA for multicast
mmWave enhancements. More specifically, in [12], system
modeling and performance analysis of multicast D2D
transmissions by using stochastic geometry were provided,
but the authors did not consider mmWave networks and
NOMA. Bai and Heath [24] and Andrews et al. [25] studied
system modeling and performance analysis of mmWave
cellular networks by using stochastic geometry. However,
they also did not study multicasting and NOMA. Beamforming
for mmWave NOMA networks was studied in [26], which
just considers unicasting rather than multicasting. Although
multicast mmWave transmissions were studied in [28]–[31],
they did not study tractable modes for performance analysis
by using stochastic geometry, as well as NOMA. NOMA
for multicast enhancements was studied in [39]–[42],
but they did not consider mmWave wireless networks.
Motivated by the above analysis, in this paper, we study
multicast mmWave networks and the application of NOMA
for multicast mmWave enhancements, and then propose
cooperative NOMA multicast scheme for two-tier mmWave
HetNets, followed by developing a tractable model for
performance analysis, which are the main novelty and
difference from existing works. More specifically, we first
present system modeling and performance analysis of
multicast mmWave wireless networks, by using stochastic
geometry. Then, we further study the use of NOMA for
enhancing multicast mmWave networks. Furthermore, we
study multicast transmission in a two-tier mmWave HetNet
and propose cooperative NOMA multicast scheme. Based
on the tractable model, analytical expressions for the SINR
coverage probability, average number of served users, and sum
multicast rate are also derived. Finally, network optimization
on multicast transmission rate and NOMA power allocation
is also discussed.

From a practical point of view, multicast mmWave wireless
networks, as the integration of mmWave communications with
multi-gigabit transmittability and multicasting having high
spectrum efficiency, can provide small cell access for a large
amount of multicast groups to achieve high-speed and low-
latency data transmission, which is very attractive to provide
local multicast services [5] rather than regional and national
multicast services. For human-oriented multicast applications,
multicast mmWave networks are envisioned to efficiently
provide services for the use cases, as mobile video and public
safety etc. Multicast mmWave networks can provide high-
speed data transmission for group-based video services for
the typical scenarios, including video conferences, sporting
events, concerts, operas, as well as emerging augmented
reality (AR) multicast application [7], [8], especially for tourist
or commercial services. Public safety [7], [16] is another
important multicast application for festivals/events/fairs in
densely populated local areas, as stadiums, squares, shopping
malls, airports, and stations. In this case, multicast mmWave
networks can deliver very time-sensitive information (such as
text, pictures, or videos) to a myriad of users. The 5G-MiEdge
project is devoted to developing 5G mmWave architecture
together with MEC, in order to enable eMBB services and
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mission critical low-latency applications at the 2020 Tokyo
Olympic Games. With the application and popularization of
machine-type communications (MTC), the emerging machine-
oriented multicast applications have attracted an increasing
attention. The typical use cases for machine-oriented multicast
applications include smart environments, intelligent transport,
and software/firmware update etc. Multicast mmWave net-
works can provide low-latency and low-energy group-based
multicast services for smart environments [7], including smart
homes/offices/shops/industrial plants etc., to reduce costs,
improve the quality of life, and optimize industrial processes.
Intelligent transport systems can also benefit from multicast
mmWave networks, which can achieve high data rate and low-
latency traffic data exchange to optimize fleet management [7]
and autonomous vehicles [20], [21] etc., such that traffic
efficiency and traffic safety can be significantly improved.
Software/firmware update [7], [16] for smart devices, as sen-
sors and smart phones, is another important machine-oriented
multicast case. In this case, multicast mmWave networks can
simultaneously support a large amount of multicast groups to
distribute large files with high data rate. Therefore, multicast
mmWave networks have a brightly practical perspective for
providing local multicast services efficiently, which are worthy
to be intensively studied. First, in order to characterize the
average system performance and obtain tractable performance
models for facilitating network design and optimization, we
study system modeling and performance analysis of multicast
mmWave networks by using stochastic geometry. Then, in
order to overcome the loss of data transmission rate caused
by orthogonal transmission in multicast mmWave networks
and increase spectrum efficiency, we study the application of
NOMA to multicast mmWave networks. This enables scalable
multimedia to be delivered by superposition transmission
in power domain, such that users can decode appropriate
multicast data layers according to their channel conditions.
Furthermore, in order to achieve excellent multicast perfor-
mance in mmWave HetNets, we study multicast transmission
in a two-tier mmWave HetNet and propose cooperative NOMA
multicasting scheme. Finally, in order to obtain optimal system
performance, we also use optimization theory to study optimal
network configurations, based on the tractable performance
model.

The contribution of this paper can be summarized as
follows.
• We study multicast mmWave wireless networks and

present the system modeling and performance analysis
by using stochastic geometry. Based on this tractable
model, analytical expressions for the SINR coverage
probability, average number of served users, and sum
multicast rate are derived. Besides, we also investigate
the effects of data transmission rate on the sum multicast
rate with/without QoS constraints, by formulating them as
optimization problems, and develop golden section search
(GSS)-based algorithms.

• We further study the use of NOMA for enhancing
mmWave multicasting. Without loss of generality, a two-
layer NOMA for multicast mmWave wireless networks
is presented, which enables the secondary layer (SL)

with low transmit power to be superposed to the original
primary layer (PL) in power domain. This superposition
transmission improves the spectrum efficiency of mul-
ticasting, because with NOMA, users can decode their
desired data layers according to their channel conditions.
To be specific, weak users can decode the primary layer
to obtain the basic QoS, while strong users can further
decode the secondary layer to obtain the enhanced data
to improve the QoS. Furthermore, we present the system
modeling and performance analysis by using stochastic
geometry, and derive analytical expressions for the SINR
coverage probability, average number of served users,
and sum multicast rate. Besides, we also discuss the
maximum sum multicast rates for NOMA multicast and
study the impacts of data transmission rate and power
allocation on that by formulating them as optimization
problems. In order to solve these optimization problems,
we also develop GSS-based algorithms.

• We also study multicasting in a two-tier mmWave Het-
Net consisting of one low frequency MBS tier and
one mmWave small cell tier, and propose cooperative
NOMA multicast to further improve the NOMA multi-
cast performance. This scheme enables the MBS tier to
cooperatively transmit the primary layer with low data
rate. Therefore, the proposed scheme can increase the
success probability that users can decode the primary and
secondary layers, as a result it can improve the NOMA
multicast performance. We also present system modeling
and performance analysis of the proposed scheme, by
using stochastic geometry.

C. Paper Outline

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the system model and explains the main concept
of NOMA multicast. A detailed system modeling and perfor-
mance analysis of mmWave multicast, NOMA for mmWave
multicast enhancement and cooperative NOMA multicast in
mmWave HetNets, are presented in Section III, IV, and V,
respectively. Analytical results, Monte Carlo simulations and
discussion are presented in Section VI, followed by the con-
clusions in Section VII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Fig. 1 illustrates a two-tier HetNet, which consists of one
MBS tier with low frequency bands and one mmWave small
cell tier. According to [44] and [45], independently homo-
geneous Poisson point process (PPP) can be used to model
the locations of MBSs and mmWave small cells, denoted as,
�M , with density, λM , and, �S , with density, λS , respectively.
Similarly, the locations of users can be also represented by
some PPP, �U , with density, λU . The maximum transmit
power of MBSs and mmWave small cells are assumed to be,
PM , and, PS , respectively.

A. NOMA for Multicast Communications

Multicast transmission can be enhanced through power
domain division multiplexing (PDM)-based NOMA, as multi-
rate multicasting [43]. Without loss of generality, two-layer
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Fig. 1. System model of a two-tier HetNet.

Fig. 2. NOMA for multicast communications in a two-tier HetNet.

multiplexing in power domain is considered, where the pri-
mary layer has higher priority and more power is allocated,
while the rest of the power is allocated to the secondary
layer. Multi-rate multicasting is very efficient for scalable
multimedia transmission, where the data are first coded to the
base data and enhanced data with different QoS requirements
through source layered coding, and then they are delivered
by superposition transmission in power domain. In this case,
the primary layer carries data with basic QoS requirement,
while the data with enhanced QoS requirement are transmitted
in the secondary layer. As a result, users can decode the
corresponding data sub-layers through successive interference
cancellation (SIC) [32], [34], according to their channel
conditions. More specifically, the users with weak channel
conditions can decode the primary layer, in order to obtain
the basic QoS, while the users with strong channel conditions
can obtain better QoS, through decoding both the primary
and secondary layers. Therefore, NOMA multicast can fully
utilize the channel non-similarity between users to increase
multicast data transmission rate and improve the spectrum
efficiency. Furthermore, Fig. 2 illustrates NOMA schemes for
multicast communications in two-tier HetNets. In this paper,
we mainly focus on cooperative NOMA multicast scheme for
a two-tier mmWave HetNet, that can achieve more reasonable
performance tradeoffs.

B. Channel Modeling

1) Path Loss: For macro BSs, the power-law path loss
model with path loss exponent, αM > 2, is used to characterize
the signal attenuation [45]. Therefore, the average power
received at the user is, PRx(d) = PM d−αM . However, there
are obvious line-of-sight (LOS) and non-LOS (NLOS) links
in mmWave communications, which require different path loss
exponents. Given that a link has distance, d , the path-loss

model can be given by [25]

LS(d) =
{

CS,Ld−αS,L , wp pL(d),

CS,N d−αS,N , wp pN (d),
(1)

where αS,L and αS,N are the path loss exponents for mmWave
LOS and NLOS links respectively, CS,L and CS,N are the
corresponding intercepts of path loss formulas for mmWave
LOS and NLOS links, which are the function of reference
distance and wavelength (or carrier frequency) and are equal
to 10−2 log10(4π/λc) for the same close-in reference distance
dref = 1 m [22], pL(d) is the probability that a link having
length d is LOS, and pN (d) = 1 − pL(d) is the probability
of the NLOS one.

2) Small Scale Fading: The links between users and macro
BSs are assumed to be subjected to Rayleigh fading. Let hM,i

be the channel coefficient of the link between the i -th macro
BS and the user. Then, HM,i = |hM,i |2 follows exponential
distribution with mean one, i.e., HM,i ∼ exp(1) [45]. Accord-
ing to [24] and [25], it is assumed that each mmWave link
follows independent Nakagami-m fading. Besides, different
Nakagami-m fading parameters, NS,L and NS,N , are applied
to the mmWave LOS and NLOS links, respectively. Let hS,i is
the channel coefficient of the link between the i -th mmWave
small cell and the user. Then, HS,i = |hS,i |2, follows a
normalized Gamma distribution. Finally, similar to [24], [25],
shadowing is ignored.

3) Directivity Gain: Beamforming [19] can enable antenna
arrays to form directional beams, which is one key technology
to overcome the high path loss in mmWave communications.
The deployment of antenna arrays3 at both BSs and user
equipments (UEs) is assumed. Similar to [23]–[25], sectored
antenna model is used to approximate the beamforming pattern
for tractable analysis. In this case, the directivity gain that can
be obtained is given by

G(φ) =
{

GM , |φ| ≤ θ,

Gm, |φ| > θ,
(2)

where GM and Gm are the main and side lobe gains, respec-
tively, φ is some angle, and θ is the beamwidth of the main
lobe. Furthermore, according to [23], GM and Gm can be
equal to 2π−(2π−θ)ε

θ and ε, respectively. At the mmWave
small cell side, GS,M , GS,m , and θS denote the main lobe
gain, side lobe gain, and beamwidth, respectively, while their
corresponding symbols are GU,M , GU,m , and θU at the user
side. Therefore, the total directivity gain of the communication
link between the user and its serving mmWave small cell is,
GS,0 = GS(φS)GU (φU ), where φS and φU are the angle of
departure (AoD) and the angle of arrival (AoA) of the signal,
respectively. According to [24] and [25], the directivity gain
of the i -th interference mmWave link is assumed to be a
discrete random variable (RV), whose probability distribution
is GS,i = ak with probability bk, k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, where ak

and bk are constants defined in Table I. Note that for macro
BSs, we consider omnidirectional antennas, i.e., θ = 2π , as a
result there is no directivity gain.

3According to 3GPP TR 38.913, up to 256 Tx and Rx BS antenna elements
and 32 Tx and Rx UE antenna elements are assumed.
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TABLE I

PROBABILITY MASS FUNCTION OF G S,i (i ≥ 1)

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF mmWAVE MULTICAST

In this section, the system modeling and performance
analysis of multicast mmWave wireless networks by using
stochastic geometry, are presented. Analytical expressions for
the SINR coverage probability, average number of served
users and sum multicast rate are derived. We also discuss the
maximum sum multicast rates with/without QoS constraints,
by formulating them as optimization problems and GSS-based
algorithms are developed to solve them.

A. Received SINR

The user with a random distance, d0, receives the signal
from its serving mmWave small cell, and interference signals
from other mmWave small cells as well. Thus, the sum signal
received at the user can be expressed as

y1
S = hS,0

√
GS,0 PS LS(d0)x0

+
∑

Xi∈�S\B0

hS,i
√

GS,i PS LS(di )xi

︸ ︷︷ ︸
IS

+nS, (3)

where Xi is the location of the i -th interference mmWave small
cell, di = ‖Xi‖2 is the distance between the i -th interference
mmWave small cell and the user, and nS is the thermal noise.
Let σ 2

S be the normalized thermal noise power by the transmit
power, PS .

Therefore, the SINR received at the user can be written as

SINR1
S =

HS,0GS,0LS(d0)∑
Xi∈�S\B0

HS,i GS,i LS(di )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
IS

+σ 2
S

. (4)

B. Downlink SINR Coverage Probability

The SINR coverage probability [24], [25] characterizes
the average quality of network coverage, and is defined as
the probability that the received SINR is beyond a given
threshold, T

Pc(T ) = P(SINR > T), (5)

where SINR relies on the specific cases and will be given
explicitly later.

Proposition 1: For fixed SINR thresholds, T , the downlink
SINR coverage probability can be approximately expressed

as [24], [25]

P1
c,S(T ) ≈ AL

NL∑
n=1

(−1)n+1
(

NL

n

)

×
∫ ∞

0
e
−
(

nηL x
αS,L T σ2

S
CL GS,0

+Qn(T ,x)+Vn(T ,x)

)
f̂L(x)dx

+ AN

NN∑
n=1

(−1)n+1
(

NN

n

)

×
∫ ∞

0
e
−
(

nηN x
αS,N T σ2

S
CN GS,0

+Wn(T ,x)+Zn(T ,x)

)
f̂N (x)dx,

(6)

where s ∈ {L, N}, As is the probability that the user is
associated with one mmWave small cell, ηs = Ns (Ns !)−1/Ns

and Ns are the parameters of Nakagami-m small-scale fading,
f̂s(.) is the conditional probability density function (PDF) of
the distance to the nearest mmWave small cell, Qn(.) and
Vn(.) are the corresponding terms related with LOS and NLOS
interference links for the serving LOS mmWave small cell,
Wn(.) and Zn(.) are the corresponding terms related with LOS
and NLOS interference links for the serving NLOS one, which
are defined in detail in works [24], [25].

Proof: Substituting (4) into (5), we can get

P1
c,S(T )=P(SINR1

S > T)=P

(
HS,0 >

T(σ 2
S+IS)

GS,0LS(d0)

)
. (7)

According to [24] and [25], the SINR downlink coverage
probability of mmWave small cells can be obtained as in (6).

C. Average Number of Served Users

We consider the multicast cluster, Bo(0, R), with radius,
R = (πλS)−1/2, because its performance can imply the
spatially averaged performance over all multicast cells. For an
arbitrary user, y ∈ �U,Bo , let E1(y) = {log(1 + SINR1

S,y) ≥
RT}, which represents the event that the user is in the coverage
of multicasting with data rate, RT . In this case, its SINR form
can be written as, E1(y) = {SINR1

S,y ≥ 2RT − 1}. Therefore,
the average number of served users by the multicast cluster,
Bo, with data rate, RT , is given by [12]

E
o[N1] � E

o

⎡
⎣ ∑

y∈�U,Bo

I(E1(y))

⎤
⎦ , (8)

where I(.) is the indicator function.
Lemma 1: Given fixed multicast data rate, RT , then the

average number of served users by the mmWave multicast
cluster, can be expressed as

E
o[N1] = λU P1

c,S(T )θS(2πλS)−1, (9)

where, T = 2RT − 1 is the SINR threshold.
Proof: See Appendix A.

Note that for omnidirectional antennas, i.e., θS = 2π , the
average number of served users can be rewritten as

E
o[N1] = λU P1

c,S(T )/λS . (10)
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D. Sum Multicast Rate

The sum multicast rate is defined as the mean of the sum
rate of all users, who are in the multicast area and decode the
media with data rate, RT , successfully. It can be expressed as

R̄1
sum = RT E

o[N1]. (11)

Theorem 1: Given fixed multicast data rate, RT , then the
sum multicast rate for the mmWave multicast cluster is

R̄1
sum = RT λU P1

c,S(T )θS(2πλS)−1, (12)

where, T = 2RT − 1, is the SINR threshold.
Proof: Combining (6), (9), and (11), the sum multicast

rate can be obtained as in (12) and the proof is completed.
Note that with omnidirectional antennas, i.e., θS = 2π , the

sum multicast rate for the multicast cluster can be written as

R̄1
sum = RT λU P1

c,S(T )/λS . (13)

Next, we investigate the maximization of the sum multicast
rate under different constraints.

1) Fixing Beamwidth and Optimize Multicast Data Trans-
mission Rate Without QoS Constraints: Given the beamwidth,
then the sum multicast rate varies with different multicast
data transmission rate, RT . On the one hand, with larger RT ,
more multicast data can be transmitted per time-frequency
resource. However, larger RT leads to a decrease of the
average number of served users, because less users can decode
the multicast data successfully. Therefore, in order to achieve
the maximum sum multicast rate, the optimization problem
can be formulated as

max
RT

R̄1
sum

s. t. RT > 0. (P1)

problem P1 and to obtain the optimal multicast data rate,
R∗T . Note that in order to limit the search space, we arbitrarily
give an upper limit, based on the simulation results.

Algorithm 1 Multicast Data Transmission Rate Optimization
Without QoS Constraints
1: Initialization: RT ,a ← 0.1, RT ,b ← 12, ε ← 0.1;
2: Construct object function f (RT ) according to (6) and (12);
3: Call GOLDENSECTIONSEARCHALG f, RT , RT ,a, RT ,b, ε

shown in Subalgorithm 1.

2) Fixing Beamwidth and Optimize Multicast Data Rate
With QoS Constraints: In general, it is required to not only
maximize the sum multicast rate, but also ensure that at least,
0 < NT ≤ λU R2θS/2, users can be served by the mmWave
multicast area, with the minimum data rate, RT ,m . This is
equivalent to the fact that the SINR coverage probability
with threshold, T = 2RT − 1, should be no smaller than,
ηT = 2NT

λU R2θs
. Consequently, the optimization problem can be

formulated as

max
RT

R̄1
sum

s. t. RT ≥ RT ,m, P1
c,S(T ) ≥ ηT . (P2)

Subalgorithm 1 Golden Section Search
Input:
1: f : Objective function;
2: var : Function variable;
3: a: The left limit of the search interval;
4: b: The right limit of the search interval;
5: ε: Predefined precision;
Output:
6: optimal point var∗ and corresponding objective function

value f ∗;
7: function GOLDENSECTIONSEARCHALG( f, var, a, b, ε)
8: Obtain two golden section points: var (1) ← b −

0.618(b− a) and var (2)← a + 0.618(b− a);
9: Compute objective function values: f1 ← f (var (1)) and

f2 ← f (var (2));
10: while b − a > ε do
11: if f1 > f2 then
12: Update b, var (1), var (2), f1, and f2: b← var (2),

var (2)← var (1), f2 ← f1,
13: var (1)← b−0.618(b−a), and f1 = f (var (1));
14: else
15: Update a, var (1), var (2), f1, and f2: a← var (1),

var (1)← var (2), f1 ← f2,
16: var (2)← a+0.618(b−a), and f2 = f (var (2));
17: end if
18: end while
19: Compute the optimal point var∗ and its corresponding

objective function value f ∗:
20: var∗ ← (a + b)/2 and f ∗ ← f (var∗);
21: return var∗, f ∗.
22: end function

Furthermore, the constraint, P1
c,S(T ) ≥ ηT , can be converted

into, RT ≤ f −1(ηT ), due to non-increasing function, P1
c,S(T ).

As a result, the original problem P2 can be transformed into
the problem as

max
RT

R̄1
sum

s. t. RT ,m ≤ RT ≤ f −1(ηT ). (P2A)

Similarly, Algorithm 2 based on the GSS method is
also developed to solve the optimization problem P2A and
obtain the optimal multicast data rate, R∗T , under QoS
constraint.

Algorithm 2 Multicast Data Transmission Rate Optimization
With QoS Constraints
1: Initialization: RT ,a ← RT ,m and ε ← 0.1;
2: Construct objective function f (RT ) according to (6) and

(12);
3: Obtain the right limit of the search interval: RT ,b ←

f −1(ηT );
4: Call GOLDENSECTIONSEARCHALG f, RT , RT ,a, RT ,b, ε

shown in Subalgorithm 1.
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IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF NOMA FOR mmWAVE

MULTICAST ENHANCEMENTS

In this section, NOMA for enhancing the performance of
multicast mmWave wireless networks is studied, and the sys-
tem modeling and performance analysis of NOMA multicast
by using stochastic geometry are presented. Analytical expres-
sions for the SINR coverage probability, average number of
served users and sum multicast rate are also derived. The
impacts of data transmission rate and power allocation on the
sum multicast rates for NOMA multicast are also investigated
by formulating them as optimization problems, and GSS-based
algorithms are developed to solve them.

A. Received SINR

With NOMA, the mmWave small cell transmits a super-
posed signal to all users within its coverage as

x = α
1/2
p x P L + (1− αp)1/2xS L, (14)

where 0 < αp < 1 is the power allocation factor (PAF),
xP L and xS L are the transmit signals of the primary and
secondary layers, respectively. The signal received at the user
with random distance, d0, from its serving and interference
mmWave small cells can be expressed as

y2
S = hS,0

√
GS,0 PS LS(d0)x0

+
∑

Xi∈�S\B0

hS,i
√

GS,i PS LS(di )xi

︸ ︷︷ ︸
IS

+nS . (15)

After receiving the superposed signal, the user first decodes
the primary layer, and then cancel it from the received signal
before decoding the secondary layer. Therefore, substitut-
ing (14) into (15), the SINRs of detecting the primary and
secondary layers can be written, respectively, as

SINR2
S,PL

= αp HSGS,0LS(d0)

(1− αp)HSGS,0LS(d0)+
∑

Xi∈�S\B0

HS,iGS,i LS(di )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
IS

+σ 2
S

,

(16)

and

SINR2
S,SL =

(1− αp)HSGS,0LS(d0)∑
Xi∈�S\B0

HS,iGS,i LS(di )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
IS

+σ 2
S

. (17)

Note that σ 2
S is the thermal noise power, normalized by

transmit power, PS .

B. Downlink SINR Coverage Probability
Proposition 2: For fixed SINR thresholds for the primary

and secondary layers, TP L and TS L , the downlink SINR
coverage probability of the primary layer can be expressed

as in (18), as shown at the top of the next page, while the
downlink SINR coverage probability of both primary and
secondary layers can be expressed as

P2
c,S,PS L(TP L , TS L, αp)

=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

P2
c,S,P L(TP L , αp), αp ≤ TP L(1+ TS L)

TS L + TP L(1+ TS L)
,

P2
c,S,S L(TS L, αp), αp >

TP L(1+ TS L)

TS L + TP L(1+ TS L)
,

(19)

where P2
c,S,P L(TP L , αp) is expressed as in (18), and

P2
c,S,S L(TS L, αp) is approximated as

P2
c,S,S L(TS L, αp)

≈ AL

NL∑
n=1

(−1)n+1
(

NL

n

)

×
∫ ∞

0
e
−
(

nηL xαS,L TSL σ2
S

CL (1−αp )GS
+Qn(TSL ,x)+Vn(TSL,x)

)
f̂L(x)dx

+ AN

NN∑
n=1

(−1)n+1
(

NN

n

)

×
∫ ∞

0
e
−
(

nηN x
αS,N TSL σ2

S
CN (1−αp )GS

+Wn(TSL ,x)+Zn(TSL,x)

)
f̂N (x)dx .

(20)
Proof: The downlink SINR coverage probability that users

can decode the primary layer relative to the SINR threshold
TP L can be written as

P2
c,P L (TP L) = ER [P[SINR2

PL > TPL | R = r]]. (21)

Considering the maximum SINR for detecting the primary
layer, lim

Hs→∞
SINR2

PL = αp
1−αp

, the integral domain is

D =
{
(HS) | SINR2

PL > TPL

}

=
{

(HS) | HS >
TP L(IS + σ 2

S )

(αp − (1− αp)TP L)GS,0LS(r0)
|

TP L <
αp

1− αp

}
. (22)

Therefore, the SINR coverage probability can be expressed as

P2
c,S,P L(TP L, αp)

= ER

[
P

[
HS >

TP L(IS+σ 2
S )

(αp−(1−αp)TP L)GS,0LS(r0)
| R = r

]]
.

(23)

According to [24] and [25] and after some manipulations, the
downlink SINR coverage probability of the primary layer of
the multicast can be obtained as in (18).
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P2
c,S,P L(TP L , αp)

≈

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

AL

NL∑
n=1

(−1)n+1
(

NL

n

) ∞∫
0

e
−
⎛
⎝ nηL xαS,L TP Lσ 2

S

CL(αp − (1− αp)TP L)GS
+Qn(TP L ,x)+Vn(TP L ,x)

⎞
⎠

f̂L(x)dx

+AN

NN∑
n=1

(−1)n+1
(

NN

n

) ∞∫
0

e
−
⎛
⎝ nηN xαS,N TP Lσ 2

S

CN (αp − (1− αp)TP L)GS
+Wn(TP L ,x)+Zn(TP L ,x)

⎞
⎠

f̂N (x)dx,

TP L <
αp

1− αp
,

0, TP L ≥ αp

1− αp
.

(18)

The downlink SINR coverage probability by both the pri-
mary and secondary layers relative to the SINR thresholds TP L

and TS L can be written as

P2
c,PS L(TP L , TS L, αp)

= ER [P[{SINR2
PL > TPL ∩ SINR2

SL > TSL} | R = r]].

(24)

Its integral domain is

D =
{
(HS) | {SINR2

PL > TPL ∩ SINR2
SL > TSL}

}

=
{

(HS) |
{

HS >
TP L(IS + σ 2

S )

(αp − (1− αp)TP L)GS,0LS(r0)

∩ HS >
TS L(IS + σ 2

S )

(1− αp)GS,0LS(r0)

}}
. (25)

Let
TP L (IS+σ 2

S )

(αp−(1−αp)TP L )G S,0L S(r0)
= TSL(IS+σ 2

S )

(1−αp)G S,0 L S(r0)
, we can obtain

αp = TP L (1+TSL)
TSL+TP L (1+TSL) . As a result, the integral domain can be

divided into two sub-domains as

D1 =
{

(HS) | HS >
TP L(IS + σ 2

S )

(αp − (1− αp)TP L)GS,0LS(r0)
|

αp ≤ TP L(1+ TS L)

TS L + TP L(1+ TS L)

}
, (26)

and

D2 =
{

(HS) | HS >
TS L(IS + σ 2

S )

(1− αp)GS,0LS(r0)
|

αp >
TP L(1+ TS L)

TS L + TP L(1+ TS L)

}
. (27)

Thus, the downlink SINR coverage probability
P2

c,PS L(TP L , TS L, αp) can be expressed as

P2
c,S,PS L(TP L , TS L, αp)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ER

[
P

[
HS >

TP L(IS+σ 2
S )

(αp−(1−αp)TP L)GS,0LS(r0)
|R = r

]]
,

αp ≤ TP L(1+TS L)

TS L+TP L(1+TS L)
,

ER

[
P

[
HS >

TS L(IS+σ 2
S )

(1−αp)GS,0LS(r0)
|R = r

]]
,

αp >
TP L(1+TS L)

TS L+TP L(1+TS L)
.

(28)

Let

P2
c,S,S L(TS L, αp)

= ER

[
P

[
HS >

TS L(IS + σ 2
S )

(1− αp)GS,0LS(r0)
| R = r

]]
. (29)

Thus, combining (23) and (29), the SINR coverage probabil-
ity P2

c,PS L(TP L , TS L, αp) can finally be written as in (19).
According to [24] and [25] and after some manipulations, the
SINR coverage probability P2

c,S,S L(TS L, αp) can be solved as
in (20). The proof is completed.

C. Average Number of Served Users

Lemma 2: For fixed data rates for the primary and sec-
ondary layers, RP L and RS L , the average number of served
users by the primary layer, can be expressed as

E
o[N2

P L ] = λU P2
c,S,P L(TP L , αp)θS(2πλS)−1, (30)

while the average number of served users by both primary and
secondary layers, can be expressed as

E
o[N2

PS L] = λU P2
c,S,PS L(TP L , TS L, αp)θS(2πλS)−1, (31)
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where, TP L = 2RP L − 1 and TS L = 2RSL − 1 are the
corresponding SINR thresholds for decoding the primary and
secondary layers, and αp is the power allocation factor.

Proof: For the mmWave multicast cluster, Bo, the aver-
age number of served users by the primary layer can be
expressed as

E
o[N2

P L ] � E
o

⎡
⎣ ∑

y∈�U,Bo

I(E2
P L(y))

⎤
⎦ , (32)

where E2
P L(y) = {SINR2

S,PL ≥ 2RPL − 1}. Then, the average
number of served users, who can decode the data contained
in both the primary and secondary layers, can be written as

E
o[N2

PS L ] � E
o

⎡
⎣ ∑

y∈�U,Bo

I(E2
PS L(y))

⎤
⎦ , (33)

where E2
PS L(y) = {{SINR2

S,PL ≥ 2RPL − 1} ∩ {SINR2
S,SL ≥

2RSL − 1}}.
Since E

o[N2
P L ] and E

o[N2
PS L ] have similar form as E

o[N1],
their derivations are similar to Lemma 1. Now, substituting
P2

c,S,P L(TP L , αp) for P1
c,S(T ) in (9), the average number of

served users by the primary layer can be expressed as in (30).
After replacing P1

c,S(T ) in (9) with P2
c,S,PS L(TP L, TS L, αp),

the average number of served users by both the primary and
secondary layers can be obtained as in (31). This completes
the proof.

D. Sum Multicast Rate

The sum multicast rate for NOMA multicast is defined as
the mean of the sum rate of all users in coverage of the
multicast cluster, who successfully decode the primary layer
with data rate, RP L , or both the primary and secondary layers
with data rate, RP L + RS L . This is given by

R̄2
sum = (Eo[N2

P L ]−E
o[N2

PS L ])RP L+E
o[N2

PS L ](RP L+RS L)

= E
o[N2

P L ]RP L + E
o[N2

PS L ]RS L . (34)

Note that E
o[N2

P L ] − E
o[N2

PS L ] is the average number of
served users by the mmWave multicast cluster, who can only
decode the primary layer.

Theorem 2: For fixed data rates for the primary and sec-
ondary layers, RP L and RS L , the sum rate for the mmWave
multicast cluster can be expressed as

R̄2
sum

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(RP L + RS L)λU P2
c,S,P L(TP L , αp)θS

2πλS
,

αp ≤ TP L(1+TS L)

TS L+TP L(1+TS L)
and TPL <

αp

1−αp
,

RP L P2
c,S,P L(TP L , αp)λU θS

2πλS

+ RS L P2
c,S,S L(TP L , TS L, αp)λU θS

2πλS
,

αp >
TP L(1+TS L)

TS L+TP L(1+TS L)
and TPL <

αp

1−αp
,

0, TP L ≥ αp

1− αp
,

(35)

where, TP L = 2RP L − 1 and TS L = 2RSL − 1, are the SINR
thresholds for the primary and secondary layers.

Proof: Combining (18), (20), (30), (31), and (34), the
sum multicast rate can be obtained as in (35) and the proof is
completed.

Next, we discuss the maximization of the sum multicast rate
for NOMA multicast.

1) Optimizing Power Allocation for Fixed Data Transmis-
sion Rate for the Primary and Secondary Layers: We first
optimize the power allocation, in order to maximize the sum
multicast rate, assuming fixed values for the primary and
secondary layer data rates, RP L and RS L . An appropriate
power allocation factor, αp , should be chosen, as the increase
of the power allocated to the primary layer can enable more
users to decode the primary layer, but less users can decode
the secondary layer. Therefore, the optimization problem can
be formulated as

max
αp

R̄2
sum

s. t 0 < αp < 1. (P3)

Similarly, Algorithm 3 based on the GSS method is devel-
oped to solve the optimization problem P3.

Algorithm 3 Power Allocation Optimization of NOMA Mul-
ticast
1: Initialization: αp,a ← 0.01, αp,b ← 1, ε ← 0.01;
2: Construct objective function f (αp) according to (18), (20)

and (35);
3: Call GOLDENSECTIONSEARCHALG f, αp , αp,a, αp,b, ε

shown in Subalgorithm 1.

2) Optimizing the Secondary Layer’s Data Transmission
Rate for Fixed Power Allocation and the Primary layer’s Data
Transmission Rate: In order to guarantee the basic QoS of
the multicast service, we first fix the power allocation and
data transmission rate for the primary layer, then choose an
appropriate data transmission rate for the secondary layer
to achieve the maximum sum multicast rate. Therefore, the
optimization problem can be formulated as

max
RSL

R̄2
sum

s. t RS L > 0. (P4)

Similarly, Algorithm 4 based on the GSS method is developed
to solve the optimization problem P4, and obtain the optimal
data transmission rate for the secondary layer of NOMA
multicast. As above, in order to limit the search space, an
arbitrary large value is given, based on the simulation results.

Algorithm 4 Data Transmission Rate Optimization for the
Secondary Layer of NOMA Multicast

1: Initialization: RS L ,a ← 0.1, RS L ,b← log2(1+ 104), ε ←
0.1;

2: Construct objective function f (RS L) according to (18),
(20) and (35);

3: Call GOLDENSECTIONSEARCHALG f, RS L , RS L ,a, RS L ,b,
ε shown in Subalgorithm 1.
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V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF COOPERATIVE NOMA
MULTICAST IN mmWAVE HETNETS

In this section, we further study multicasting in a two-tier
mmWave HetNet consisting of one low frequency MBS tier
and one mmWave small cell tier, which is the typical deploy-
ment for mmWave wireless networks, and propose cooperative
NOMA multicast scheme to further improve the NOMA
multicast performance. The system modeling and performance
analysis of cooperative NOMA multicast by using stochastic
geometry, are provided. Analytical expressions for the SINR
coverage probability, average number of served users and sum
multicast rate are also derived.

A. Received SINR

Cooperative NOMA multicast enables the MBS tier to
cooperatively transmit the primary layer with low data rate.
With MBS cooperative multicast, the users who are failed
to decode the primary layer of the multicast data from the
mmWave small cell tier, will try to decode it from the macro
BS tier. If the primary layer is decoded, they cancel the
primary layer from the superposed signal and further decode
the secondary layer. Thus, this increase the success probability
that decodes the primary and secondary layers, such that the
NOMA multicast performance can be improved.

The signal received at the user with random distance, d0,
from its serving and interference MBSs can be expressed as

y3
M = hM,0

√
PM d−αM /2

0 x0,P L

+
∑

Xi∈�M\B0

hM,i

√
PM d−αM /2

i xi,P L

︸ ︷︷ ︸
IM

+nM , (36)

where, nM is the thermal noise with power σ 2
M . Therefore, the

SINR of decoding the data can be written as

SINR3
PL =

HM,0PMd−αM
0∑

Xi∈�M\B0

HM,i PM d−αM
i

︸ ︷︷ ︸
IM

+σ 2
M

. (37)

The SINR of decoding the primary layer, SINR3
S,PL, from the

mmWave small cell tier, can be written as in (16), while the
SINR of the secondary layer, SINR3

S,SL, can be expressed as
in (17).

B. Downlink SINR Coverage Probability

Proposition 3: For fixed SINR thresholds for the primary
and secondary layers, TP L and TS L , the downlink SINR
coverage probabilities of cooperative NOMA multicast can be
expressed, respectively, as

P3
c,P L (TP L) = P3

c,M,P L(TP L)+ P2
c,S,P L(TP L , αp)

− P3
c,M,P L(TP L)P2

c,S,P L(TP L , αp), (38)

and

P3
c,PS L(TP L , TS L, αp)

= P2
c,S,PS L(TP L , TS L, αp)(1− P3

c,M,P L (TP L))

+ P2
c,S,S L(TS L, αp)P3

c,M,P L (TP L), (39)

where

P3
c,M,P L(TP L)

= πλM

∫ ∞
0

e−πλM (1+ρ(TP L ,αM ))x−TP L (PM /σ 2
M )−1xαM /2

dx,

(40)

and

ρ(TP L, αM ) = T 2/αM
P L

∫ ∞
T
−2/αM
P L

(1+ tαM /2)−1dt . (41)

Proof: See Appendix B.

C. Average Number of Served Users

Lemma 3: For fixed data rates for the primary and sec-
ondary layers, RP L and RS L , the average number of served
users by the primary layer can be expressed as

E
o[N3

P L ] = λU P3
c,P L(TP L)θS(2πλS)−1, (42)

while the average number of served users by the secondary
layer can be expressed as

E
o[N3

PS L ] = λU P3
c,PS L(TP L , TS L, αp)θS(2πλS)−1, (43)

where TP L = 2RP L − 1 and TS L = 2RSL − 1.
Proof: For the mmWave multicast cluster, Bo, the average

number of served users by the primary and secondary layers
can be expressed, respectively, as

E
o[N3

P L ] � E
o

⎡
⎣ ∑

y∈�U,Bo

I(E3
P L(y))

⎤
⎦ , (44)

and

E
o[N3

PS L ] � E
o

⎡
⎣ ∑

y∈�U,Bo

I(E3
PS L(y))

⎤
⎦ , (45)

where E3
P L(y) = {SINR3

M,PL ≥ 2RPL−1∪SINR3
S,PL ≥ 2RPL−

1}, E3
PS L(y) = {{SINR3

M,PL ≥ 2RPL − 1∪ SINR3
S,PL ≥ 2RPL −

1} ∩ {SINR3
S,SL ≥ 2RSL − 1}}.

Since E
o[N3

P L ] and E
o[N3

PS L ] have similar form as E
o[N1],

their derivations are similar to Lemma 1. Therefore, substi-
tuting P3

c,P L (TP L, αp) for P1
c,S(T ) in (9), the average num-

ber of served users by the primary layer can be expressed
as in (42). Furthermore, replacing P1

c,S(T ) in (9) with
P3

c,PS L(TP L , TS L, αp), the average number of served users
by both the primary and secondary layers can be obtained
as in (43) and the proof is completed.

D. Sum Multicast Rate

Theorem 3: For fixed data rates for the primary and sec-
ondary layers, RP L and RS L , the sum multicast rate for MBS
cooperative NOMA multicast can be expressed as

R̄3
sum = (RP L P3

c,P L (TP L)

+ RS L P3
c,PS L(TP L , TS L, αp))λU θS(2πλS)−1, (46)

where TP L = 2RP L − 1 and TS L = 2RSL − 1 are the SINR
thresholds for the primary and secondary layers.
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TABLE II

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Fig. 3. SINR coverage probabilities of multicast, NOMA multicast, cooper-
ative NOMA multicast.

Proof: The sum multicast rate for cooperative NOMA
multicast is the mean of the sum rate for all users in coverage
of the multicast cluster and is equal to

R̄3
sum = RP L(Eo[N3

P L ]−E
o[N3

PS L])+(RP L+RS L)Eo[N3
PS L ]

= RP LE
o[N3

P L ] + RS LE
o[N3

PS L]. (47)

Combining (42), (43), and (47), the sum multicast rate can
be obtained as in (46) and the proof is completed.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, numerical results and Monte Carlo simu-
lations for the SINR coverage probability, average number of
served users, and sum multicast rate, are presented. From these
figures, an exact match is evident between simulations and
analytical results. The simulation parameters are illustrated in
Table II.

Fig. 3 depicts the corresponding SINR coverage probabil-
ities of multicast, NOMA multicast, and cooperative NOMA
multicast with power allocation factor, αp = 0.8, according to
Propositions 1, 2, and 3. It can be observed that NOMA mul-
ticast can provide similar coverage layer as the conventional
one, and also achieve an extra coverage layer. However, when
the SINR threshold T is larger than the maximum SINR, αp

1−αp
,

that users can detect the primary layer, the SINR coverage
probabilities of the primary and secondary layers are equal to
zero. This is because if users are failed to decode the primary
layer, they do not further decode the NOMA secondary layer
through SIC. We also observe that cooperative NOMA mul-
ticast can further improve the SINR coverage probability of
the primary and secondary layers. More specifically, compared
with multicast, cooperative NOMA multicast can achieve

Fig. 4. Sum multicast rates for multicasting with different data transmission
rates.

superior coverage in the low SINR threshold region. Compared
with NOMA multicast, cooperative NOMA multicast can
achieve better primary coverage, especially in the low and
high SINR threshold regions, while it provide better secondary
coverage, especially in the high SINR threshold region. These
are because cooperative NOMA multicast enables MBS tier
to transmit a copy of the primary layer without power split as
well, as a result, users can receive two copies of the primary
layer, which increases the success probability of decoding the
primary layer. This also increases the success probability of
decoding the secondary layer, as users can try to further decode
the secondary layer when they are failed to decode the primary
layer from mmWave small cells but succeed to decode the
primary layer from MBSs.

Fig. 4 shows the sum multicast rates for multicast mmWave
cellular networks varied with different data transmission rates
without QoS constraints, according to Theorem 1. With the
increase of multicast data transmission rate, the sum multicast
rate also increases up to the peak. Then, it decreases as the
multicast data transmission rate continues to increase. That
is, the sum multicast rate is a unimodal function on the data
transmission rate. It is also demonstrated that Algorithm 1 can
search the optimal point, denoted as pentagram. Comparing the
problems P1 and P2A, the only difference is data transmission
rate region, thus the optimal point of the problem P2A
under QoS constraints obtained by Algorithm 2 still falls
on the performance curve, shown in Fig. 4. Considering QoS
constraints, data transmission rate for multicasting is generally
limited in the low region, thus the X-coordinate of the optimal
point with QoS constraints is lower than that of the optimal
point without QoS constraints. Due to its monotonicity in the
low data transmission rate region to the medium region, the
X-coordinate of the optimal point for the problem P2A under
QoS constraints is the upper limit of the constraint function.

Given {0.4, 1} b/s/Hz for the primary layer and
{2, 4, 6} b/s/Hz for the secondary layer, the sum rate for
NOMA multicast with different power allocations is plotted
in Fig. 5. It is shown that for each pair of the primary and
secondary layer rates, as the power allocation factor grows,
the sum multicast rate first experiences a sharp rise to the
peak, then it falls slowly in the medium power allocation factor
region. Finally, it declines rapidly to the lowest point in the
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Fig. 5. Sum multicast rates for NOMA multicast with different power
allocations.

Fig. 6. Sum multicast rates for NOMA multicast with different data
transmission rates for the secondary layer.

high power allocation factor region. Furthermore, with fixed
secondary layer rate, the sum multicast rate for the primary
layer rate 1 b/s/Hz is higher than that of the primary layer
rate 0.4 b/s/Hz, which requires more power to be allocated to
the primary layer. The sum multicast rate for the secondary
layer rate 6 b/s/Hz is higher than that of the secondary layer
rates 4 and 2 b/s/Hz, when the primary layer rate is fixed. The
results also show that Algorithm 3 can obtain the optimal
points (pentagram).

Given {0.4, 1} b/s/Hz for the primary layer and power
allocation factors {0.7, 0.8, 0.9}, the sum rates for NOMA
multicast with different data rates for the secondary layer are
compared in Fig. 6. The results show that the sum multicast
rate is a unimodal function on the data transmission rate for
the secondary layer. Furthermore, more power is allocated to
the secondary layer, higher data rate can be transmitted. Also,
it is evident that Algorithm 4 can obtain the optimal points
(pentagram).

Fixing the secondary layer data rate, RS L = 4 b/s/Hz,
and the power allocation factors, αp = {0.8, 0.95}, the sum
rates for multicast, NOMA multicast, and cooperative NOMA
multicast are plotted in Fig. 7, according to Theorems 1, 2,
and 3, respectively. The results show that NOMA multicast can
achieve a significant gain, compared with conventional multi-
cast in the low data transmission rate region. This is because
NOMA multicast can fully utilize the channel conditions of

Fig. 7. Sum multicast rates for multicast, NOMA multicast, and cooperative
NOMA multicast: a) αp = 0.8; b) αp = 0.95.

strong users. However, the maximum SINR for detecting
the primary layer is αp

1−αp
, thus, NOMA multicast cannot

work when data transmission rate exceeds log2(1 + αp
1−αp

).
The results also show that cooperative NOMA multicast can
achieve higher sum multicast rate than NOMA multicast,
especially in the medium data transmission rate region. This
is because in cooperative NOMA multicast scheme, the MBS
transmits a replica of the primary layer as well, which
overcomes the maximum SINR limit, αp

1−αp
, of decoding the

primary layer caused by NOMA transmission. As a result,
this increases the success probability of decoding the primary
and secondary layers. Comparing Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b),
more power is allocated to the primary layer, higher data
transmission rate can be provided, yet lower sum multicast
rate is achieved. This means that NOMA multicast gradually
degrades to conventional multicast, with the increase of power
allocated to the primary layer.

In Fig. 8, the percentages of served users in multicast,
NOMA multicast, and cooperative NOMA multicast with fixed
secondary layer rate RS L = 4 b/s/Hz and power allocation
factor αp = {0.8, 0.95} are plotted, according to Lemmas 1,
2, and 3, respectively. The results show that in the low
data transmission rate region, NOMA multicast offers similar
coverage as conventional one, as well as additional secondary
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Fig. 8. Percentage of served users in multicast, NOMA multicast, and
cooperative NOMA multicast: a) αp = 0.8; b) αp = 0.95.

layer coverage with high data rate. Furthermore, cooperative
NOMA multicast performs better primary and secondary layer
coverage than NOMA multicast. Comparing Fig. 8(a) and
Fig. 8(b), as more power is allocated to the primary layer,
the coverage gain gradually declines. These results shown in
Fig. 8 can used to explain the observed results in Fig. 7.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we studied multicasting in mmWave wireless
networks and presented the system modeling and performance
analysis by using stochastic geometry. Analytical expressions
for the SINR coverage probability, average number of served
users and sum multicast rate were also derived. We further
studied the use of NOMA for mmWave multicasting to
improve the multicast performance, which superposes a sec-
ondary layer with low transmit power to the original primary
layer in power domain. Furthermore, we studied multicasting
in a two-tier mmWave HetNet consisting of one low frequency
MBS tier and one mmWave small cell tier, and proposed
cooperative NOMA multicast scheme to further improve the
NOMA multicast performance. This scheme enables the pri-
mary layer with low data rate to be transmitted cooperatively
with the help of the MBS tier, such that more users can decode
the primary and secondary layers through SIC. According to

the numerical results verified by Monte Carlo simulations, we
can conclude: (1) NOMA multicast can significantly increase
the sum multicast rate, compared with multicast; (2) the
proposed cooperative NOMA multicast can further improve
the performance of NOMA multicast. In a future work, it
would be interesting to further explore cooperative schemes for
improving the performance of NOMA multicast in mmWave
HetNets.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

Since users follow a homogeneous PPP with mean, λU , the
mean of the mmWave multicast cluster with radius, R, and
beamwidth, θS , is λU R2θS/2. Therefore, for fixed multicast
data rate, RT , the average number of served users by the
multicast area, shown in (8), can be rewritten as

E
o[N1]
= ER

[ ∞∑
m=0

(λU R2θ/2)m

m! e−λU R2θS/2

×
(

m∑
i=1

P(log(1+ SINRyi) ≥ RT | R = r)

)]

= ER

[ ∞∑
m=0

(λU R2θS/2)m

m! e−λU R2θS/2

×
(

m∑
i=1

P(SINRyi ≥ 2RT − 1 | R = r)

)]

(a)=
∞∑

m=0

(λU R2θS/2)m

m! e−λU R2θS/2m P1
c,S(T )

= (λU R2θS/2)e−λU R2θS/2 P1
c,S(T )

∞∑
m=0

(λU R2θS/2)m

m! , (48)

where (a) follows the change, T = 2RT − 1. Using R =
(πλS)−1/2 and applying eλU R2θS/2 =

∞∑
m=0

(λU R2θS/2)m

m! , the

average number of served users can be obtained as in (9) and
the proof is completed.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 3

With cooperative NOMA multicast in a two-tier mmWave
HetNet, the SINR coverage probability of the primary layer
can be expressed as

P3
c,P L (TP L , αp)=P{{SINR3

M,PL >TPL} ∪ {SINR3
S,PL >TPL}}

= P{SINR3
M,PL >TPL} + P{SINR3

S,PL >TPL}
−P{SINR3

M,PL >TPL}P{SINR3
S,PL >TPL},

(49)

where,

P3
c,M,P L (TP L)

= P{SINR3
M,PL > TPL}

=
∫

r>0

P

[
HM PM R−αM

IM + σ 2
M

> TP L | R = r

]
fR(r)dr. (50)
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According to [45], the SINR coverage probability can be
obtained as in (40). Since SINR3

S,PL = SINR2
S,PL, the term,

P{SINR3
S,PL > TPL}, can be obtained as in (18). Therefore,

P3
c,P L (TP L, αp) can be solved as in (38).
The SINR coverage probability of the secondary layer can

be expressed as

P3
c,PS L(TP L , TS L, αp)

= P{{SINR3
S,SL > TSL ∩ SINR3

S,PL > TPL}
∪ {SINR3

S,SL > TSL ∩ SINR3
M,PL > TPL}}. (51)

After some manipulations,

P3
c,PS L(TP L , TS L, αp)

= P{SINR3
S,SL > TSL ∩ SINR3

S,PL > TPL}
+P{SINR3

S,SL > TSL}P{SINR3
M,PL > TPL}

−P{SINR3
S,SL > TSL ∩ SINR3

S,PL > TPL}
×P{SINR3

M,PL > TPL}. (52)

Since SINR3
S,SL = SINR2

S,SL and SINR3
S,PL = SINR2

S,PL,
P{SINR3

S,SL > TSL ∩ SINR3
S,PL > TPL} can be written

as in (19), and P{SINR3
S,SL > TSL} can be expressed as

in (20). Therefore, combining (19), (20), (40), and (52),
P3

c,PS L(TP L , TS L, αp) can be finally obtained as in (39). This
completes the proof.
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